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YAKFLOW LONGA 50 HIGH PERFORMANCE SLUMP RETENTİON NEW GENERATION SUPER PLASTICIZER ADMIXTURE Product Definition YAKFLOW LONGA 50  is an advanced polycarboxylate polymer based superplasticizer which can be used in the production of high-performance concrete. Comparing to other traditonal superplasticizers, YAKFLOW LONGA 50  has excelent retention performance.  Technical Properties Item Specification Appearence @ 25°C Transparent liq. Solid Content 50±1 Specific gravity@20 °C 1,09 – 1,11 Chlorine content < 0,1 Alkali content < 1 pH (% 10 sol.) 3±1   Advantages 
 Provide fresh concrete with excelent retention more than 120 minutes.  
 Alowed long range transportation of fresh concrete with its excelent retention abilty. 
 It is compatible with all cement types. 
 YAKFLOW LONGA 50 does not contain chlorine.  Area of Use  
 Ready mixed concrete production  (with or without pump) 
 Self-compacting concrete production 
 Production of various types of concrete such as reinforced, unreinforced, light or heavy concrete  
 High performance slump retention concrete production  Technical Data ∙ Concrete test result of YAKFLOW LONGA 50  compared with other PCE superplasticizers.     
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CEMENT W/C SAND AGREGATE ADDİTİVE 350 0,42 920 1000 0,80%  Flow test data sheet 
PRODUCT ADDİTİVE RATİO SLUMP /FLOW (cm) initial 60 min 120 min 180 min X 100 60 52 45 30 X+ LONGA 50 80+20 56 56 54 48 X+ LONGA 50 60+40 50 60 60 56  * X is one of standard type PCE The information given in this bulletin is to the best of our knowledge accurate. It is intended to be helpful but no waranty is expresed or implied regarding the accuracy of such data. This is a chemical product developed and produced for industrial use. It is strictly requested not to use this product(s) to the application to be taken into human body.  Packing 

 250 kg drum 
 1000 kg container 
 Bulk  Storage and Shelf Life Must be stored at temperatures between 0°C and +35°C. Under proper storing conditions, the product’s shelf life is 12 months from production date if kept in original packaging unopened and undamaged. Packaged products must be shaken before use.  Warning Concrete mix design and admixture dosage should be determined by laboratory tests according to the concrete class and properties.   Safety Measures Use protective clothes, gloves, glasses and mask compatible with Health and Safety regulations during the application. It should not contact skin and eyes. In case it contacts to skin and eyes, rinse it with water and if swallowed ask for medical help. Food and beverage should not be allowed in the application area. It should be stored at the reach out of the children. The Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) should be read for detailed information. 


